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We study the cosmological signatures of having extra energy density, ρex, beyond the ΛCDM
model that dilutes rapidly, faster than radiation, at a scale factor ac with a corresponding mode
kc = acH(ac) crossing the horizon at that time. These types of models are motivated by phase
transitions of the underlying elementary particles, for example the creation of protons and neutrons
from almost massless quarks or the recently proposed Bound Dark Energy model. The rapidly
dilution of ρex leaves distinctive imprints in the Universe not only in the expansion history with a
clear impact on the acoustic scale, rs(acc), and angular distances, DA(a), but also in the matter
and CMB power spectra. The rapidly diluted energy density ρex, (RDED) generates characteristic
signatures that can be observed with current and future precision cosmological data. In particular,
we find a bump in the matter power spectrum compared to the standard ΛCDM. We identify the
amplitude, width, and time scale of the bump to the physical properties of the transition. We
study these effects with linear theory, standard perturbation theory, and the correlated impact on
cosmological distances, allowing for independent measurements of these extensions of the standard
ΛCDM model.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last two decades the amount of precision cos-
mological data have confirmed the discovery of the ac-
celerated expansion rate of the Universe [1, 2] and has
improved significantly our understanding of the Universe
by probing different scales and regimes with increasing
precision. Data from the temperature and polarization
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of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) radiation
[3], galaxy and quasar surveys [4–8], lensing probes [9]
or supernovae catalogs [10], have consolidated our pic-
ture of a flat ΛCDM model undergoing recently a phase
of accelerated expansion. However, despite its success,
ΛCDM suffers theoretical issues that have motivated al-
ternative models challenging its assumptions. Most of
these extensions look for plausible explanations of the
dark sector, both dark matter and dark energy, which
together accounts for about 96% of the energy content of
the Universe at present time.
The increasing amount of clustering data and the per-
centage precision for cosmic distances [3, 4] allows to
search for extensions beyond ΛCDM by looking for cos-
mological features in for example the matter or CMB
power spectra, standard distances rulers, or tensions in
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2ΛCDM model as the recent H0 crisis [11]. The increas-
ing statistical tension in the estimated Hubble parameter
from early and late times observations [12] has reignited
interest in alternative models. Some of these models add
extra components to the energy-momentum tensor that
modify the expansion rate of the Universe at different
epochs [13, 14] or to understand the origin of dark en-
ergy by introducing extra particles within a gauge group
[15, 16], similar as in the standard model of particle
physics, leaving potentially observable signatures. For
the interest of this work, we consider phase transition in
the dark sector generating localized features, from now
on “bumps”, in the matter power spectrum for modes
entering the horizon around the phase transition time.
In this work, we study the cosmological signatures
of having an extra density component in the Universe,
ρex(a) that rapidly dilutes, faster than radiation com-
ponents, at a scale factor ac. We refer to such com-
ponent as Rapid Diluted Energy Density (RDED). It
may appear in different cosmological models, for exam-
ple in the recently proposed Bound Dark Energy model
(BDE) [15, 16], where the original elementary particles
(e.g quarks) form neutral massive bound states, like pro-
tons and neutrons in the strong QCD force of the stan-
dard model, and the lightest scalar field corresponds to
dark energy. Alternatively, we can study the dynamics
of the dark sector in a model-independent way [17, 18],
or in dark energy models having a steep equation of state
(SEOS) [19].
The RDED transition affects the background evolu-
tion, due to the change in the total energy density, con-
sequently modifying the cosmological distances and the
evolution of matter fluctuations leaving imprints in the
matter and CMB spectra [20–22]. Linear density per-
turbations are enhanced for modes crossing the hori-
zon just before the RDED transition takes place. That
is, for modes k ≥ kc ≡ acH(ac), the increase in H,
compared to ΛCDM, is reflected in a higher growth
rate of matter perturbations in the radiation-dominated
era creating a distinctive feature in the matter power
spectra a bump, more visible when we take the ratio
PRDED(k)/PΛCDM(k). Its amplitude becomes related to
the amount of extra energy density ρex that dilutes, while
its width, to the duration of this transition (i.e., how
many modes are affected). Modes with k < kc do not
share this boost since the amount of energy density and
background evolution are the same as in ΛCDM. A sim-
ilar bump is also generated when the RDED transition
happens at a later time in a matter or dark energy dom-
inated universe.
We will consider BDE and SEOS like models as our
motivation to further study the cosmological features of
these types of phase transition models. We implement
these models with the Boltzmann code camb1 [23], vary-
ing the abundance of the RDED and duration of the
1 http://camb.info/
transition to generating bumps with different shapes. We
then follow up on these features through 1-loop SPT com-
putations.
In BDE, the bumps are primarily located at nonlinear
scales, out of reach of perturbation theory; however, their
effects start to be important at large, yet linear scales,
hence a treatment within SPT is reliable over a small
interval of its full range, and we generally observe an
enhancement of their amplitudes and shift of their peaks
toward slightly larger scales. On the other hand, the
transition for the model SEOS occurs at very late times
and henceforth the signatures are located at very large
scales and are not affected by non-linearities.
This paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we present
the imprints to the Hubble parameter and the cosmolog-
ical distances due to the extra energy density. In Sec. III
we show how the evolution of energy density perturba-
tions change due to the RDED and how it is reflected in
the matter power spectrum P (k). We present our results
and details for the different models of study in Sec. IV.
Finally, the conclusions are in Sec. V. In appendix VI we
include some scalar field models energy that could render
the RDED transition.
II. RAPIDLY DILUTED ENERGY DENSITY
(RDED)
In this section, we study the cosmological imprints and
consequences of having an extra energy density ρex(a)
beyond the standard ΛCDM that dilutes rapidly at a
scale factor ac. Such a dilution may be generated by
a phase transition of the underlying particle model or
due to the dynamical properties of the equation of state
of the fluid, for example for quintessence dark energy
models. In the latter case, the RDED component can
be described in terms of a scalar field φ, with evolution
depending on the choice of a potential V (φ) and kinetic
energy. Here, we will focus on the implications of this
energy component over the background expansion history
and on cosmological distances.
The RDED transition has been suggested in the BDE
model, by means of a phase transition occurring at
early times, well inside the radiation dominated epoch
ac ∼ 10−6, affecting modes k ∼ 1hMpc−1 that are en-
tering the horizon at those times. At a much later time,
close to present day, a second rapid dilution takes place in
BDE [16], where the EoS goes from wi = −1 for z  1
to w0(z = 0) = −0.93 at present time, with an inter-
mediate value w(zc) = −0.965 at a redshift zc = 0.625,
due to the dynamics of the dark energy scalar field. We
see that BDE contains two epochs encountering a RDED
component one at early times and the second close to the
present time.
Alternatively, the late time behaviour of DE has also
been investigated in a model independent analysis by
introducing a phenomenological EoS w(a), modeling a
phase transition with an abrupt change at ac. In this
3SEOS models [19, 22] we found a late time transition at
zc = 0.28 with w(z  1) = −1 and w0 = −0.93, with a
lower value of χ2BAO+H0 compared to ΛCDM, and consis-
tent with the BDE model. Both BDE and SEOS adjust
very well to observations; yet, some Bayesian criteria sug-
gest a better fitting to the data than ΛCDM [16, 19].
BDE has well-defined parameter values, with little
room for adjustments, and hence the generated bumps
have precise locations and widths. However, in this work,
we generalize BDE in order to extract generic properties
of having a RDED component regardless of the method
that generates it. Nevertheless, we will follow the guide-
line that BDE generates bumps at small scales since the
phase transition occurs at early times, and we will refer as
SEOS bumps to those generated at large scales since the
transitions occur at late times; referring to those mecha-
nisms simply as BDE and SEOS.
In the rest of this section and in the next section, we
will study the implications of having ρex over cosmolog-
ical distances and linear fluctuations of matter densities.
A. Analytic Model Independent Analysis
We present a model independent framework of RDED.
We consider the standard model of cosmology and add
an extra energy density ρex, that is present only at times
before the transition, a ≤ ac.
The Hubble parameter H ≡ a˙/a is determined by the
Friedman equation
H2sm(a) =
8piG
3 ρsm, (1)
with
ρsm = ρmoa
−3 + ρroa−4 + ρΛ (2)
the standard model total energy density. The matter
density ρm contains DM and baryons, ρr are the relativis-
tic particles, i.e. photons and neutrinos which we con-
sider massless, while ρΛ corresponds to dark energy. The
subindex o denotes present time quantities. For scale fac-
tors a ≤ ac, the extra energy density ρex(a) contributes
to the total energy density, and Friedmann equation be-
comes
H2smx(a) =
8piG
3 ρsmx =
8piG
3 (ρsm + ρex) . (3)
Notice that we have used the subscript “sm” to refer
to the standard components, while the subscript “smx”
corresponds to adding ρex. The amount of extra energy
density is given by
Ωex ≡ ρex
ρsm + ρex
= 1− H
2
sm(a)
H2smx(a)
, (4)
which in the radiation dominated epoch can be approxi-
mated by
Ωex ' Nex β
1 + (Nν +Nex)β
, (5)
with ρex = βNexT
4
ν , Tν the neutrinos temperature,
Nν = 3.046 for three massless neutrinos and β ≡
(7/8) (4/11)
4/3
.
To gain physical insight, we first consider the simpli-
fied case on which ρex tracks the dominant background
energy density, such that wex ' wsm and Ωex becomes
a constant. Later on, in section IV, we will use camb
to follow the exact evolution of Ωex. A RDED takes
place if the EoS wex ≡ pex/ρex suffers a transition from
wc ≡ wex(a ≤ ac) = wsm to wf ≡ w(af > ac) > wc.
To have a RDED the value of ∆w ≡ wf − wc > 0 must
be positive, while the width ∆a ≡ (af − ac)/ac sets the
steepness of the transition and how fast ρex dilutes com-
pared to ρsm for a > ac, with
ρex
ρsm
∝
(
a
ac
)−∆w
. (6)
A slow transition impacts more wave-number modes k
than a fast one. Notice that a particle with mass m goes
from being relativistic, at early times with T/m 1, and
hence w = wc = 1/3, to non-relativistic at late times,
such that wf = 0. Hence, one expects ∆w = wf − wc =
−1/3 to be negative. The interesting cases in RDED
happen when ∆w is positive, and hence this transition is
beyond the standard model. However, such phase tran-
sitions can be realized in dynamical scalar fields, where
one finds examples where the EoS goes from wc = 1/3
or wc = 0 to wf = 1 at radiation or matter domina-
tion epochs, or from wc ' −1 to w = −0.93 close to the
present time [15, 16, 19, 24–26].
In Appendix A we show examples of scalar fields yield-
ing indeed this type of transition in the EoS.
A transition due to a RDED taking place at ac modifies
Hsm, and henceforth the comoving angular distance DA,
the angular diameter DM = c/H, the acoustic scale at
recombination rs and the diffusion damping scale rd. All
these distances are well constrained by CMB [3], BAO
[4, 27, 28] and SNIa [10] observations allowing us to
constrain the cosmological models. Besides the changes
in cosmological distances, the evolution of perturbations
will be affected and we determine the matter and CMB
power spectra in section IV.
B. Impact on Cosmological Distances
Let us now study how an extra energy density ρex,
for a ≤ ac and diluting at ac, affects cosmological dis-
tances. The precise value of the distances requires to be
numerically calculated, however approximated analytic
expressions of the cosmological distances give us an sim-
ple understanding on how this ρex modifies them, mainly
due to a change in the Hubble parameter H.
The sound horizon and damping scale at recombina-
tion a? are given by
rs(a?) =
∫ a?
0
cs da
a2H(a)
, (7)
4with cs to the sound speed of the photon-baryon plasma,
cs(a) =
1√
3(1 +R)
, (8)
with R = (3/4)(ρb/ργ) carrying the speed of sound time
dependence. An approximate expression for the damping
scale is given by [29]
r2d(a?) = (2pi)
2
∫ a?
0
da
a3σTneH
[
R2 + 1615 (1 +R)
6(1 +R2)
]
, (9)
with ne the number density of free electrons, σT the
Thomson scattering cross-section, and the factor in be-
tween square brackets is due to the directional and po-
larization dependence of the electron-photon scattering.
A non-vanishing ρex in the region a ≤ a? will affect the
value of the Hubble parameter H, modifying rs(a?) and
rd(a?), and impacting the CMB and BAO observations,
with the caveat that for BAO measurements one has to
consider the drag scale adrag ' 9.4× 10−4 instead of the
recombination scale a? ' 1/1090 as the upper integra-
tion limit. Cosmological distances such as the angular
diameter distance at recombination
DA(a?) =
∫ ao
a?
da
a2H(a)
, (10)
will not be affected if ac < a?. On the other hand, if the
transition occurs after recombination (ac > a?), then the
acoustic scale, the damping scale and in general cosmo-
logical distances, such as
dL(a) =
1
a
∫ ao
a
da′
a′2H(a′)
, DM (a) =
c
H(a)
, (11)
relevant for SN1a and BAO measurements are modified
by a non-vanishing ρex in H(a) in eqs.(10) and (11).
C. Ωex constant
Let us present the analytic solution assuming Ωex con-
stant for a ≤ ac, valid if ρex tracks the leading contribu-
tion on H, and Ωex = 0 for a > ac. In this limit we can
express
Hsm
Hsmx
=
√
1− Ωex (12)
which is constant. Since all the cosmological distances
considered in the previous subsection the integrand is
proportional to 1/H we can then simply obtain the ratio
of rs(a) for a ≤ ac in the two models as
rsmxs (ac) ≡
∫ ac
0
cs da
a2Hsmx
=
∫ ac
0
(
Hsm
Hsmx
)
cs da
a2Hsm
=
√
1− Ωex
∫ ac
0
cs da
a2Hsm
, (13)
and express it in terms of rsms (ac) to obtain
rsmxs (ac)
rsms (ac)
=
√
1− Ωex, (14)
such that the acoustic scale at the transition scale is
suppressed by the presence of the extra density compo-
nent. Similar equations hold generally for cosmological
distances,
Dsmx(ac) =
√
1− Ωex Dsm(ac). (15)
Of course, these results are valid as long as Ωex remains
constant which requires ρex to track (i.e. to have the
same equation of state) as the leading energy density in
Hsmx, which is a reasonable working hypothesis. If ρex
dilutes faster than the background it will have little or
no effect, meanwhile if ρex dominates H it will be ruled
out by observations.
1. Region with ac < a?
Here we will study the model when ac < a?. In this
case we can distinguish two scenarios having ac < aeq
or aeq < ac < a?. In the first case let us consider for
simplicity and presentation purposes that the Universe is
dominated by radiation and we consider cs constant. The
quantity ∆rs(a?) ≡ rsmxs (a?)−rsms (a?) can be divided in
two integrals from ai to ac and from ac to a?. The second
integration will cancel since both term in ∆rs(a?) have
the same integrand for ac ≤ a ≤ a? and we than have
∆rs(a?) = ∆rs(ac) (16)
where the r.h.s of Eq. (16) is evaluated from ai ≤ a ≤ ac,
with ∆rs(ac) = r
smx
s (ac)− rsmxs (ac). Using Eq. (14) we
simply get
∆rs(a?)
rsms (a?)
=
∆rs(ac)
rsms (a?)
=
(√
1− Ωex − 1
)( rsms (ac)
rsms (a?)
)
.
(17)
We see that ∆rs(a?) 6= 0 due to the contribution of Ωex.
On the other hand for ac < a? the angular diameter
distance DA(a?) is not affected by Ωex and we have
∆DA(a?) = D
smx
A (a?)−DsmA (a?) = 0. (18)
2. Region with a? < ac
We consider now a transition for ac > a? with Ωex
constant. The ratio of acoustic scale rs is
rsmxs (a?)
rsms (a?)
=
√
1− Ωex, (19)
while for the angular distance we get
DsmxA (a?) =
∫ ac
a?
da
a2Hsmx
+
∫ ao
ac
da
a2Hsm
(20)
=
√
1− Ωex
∫ ac
a?
da
a2Hsm
+
∫ ao
ac
da
a2Hsm
.
5We compare DsmxA (a?) with D
sm
A (a?) by taking their dif-
ference, ∆DA(a?) ≡ DsmxA (a?)−DsmA (a?), yielding
∆DA(a?) =
(√
1− Ωex − 1
)∫ ac
a?
da
a2Hsm
=
(√
1− Ωex − 1
)
DA(ac) (21)
which is negative for Ωex 6= 0; and therefore, we see that
Ωex reduces D
smx
A (a?) compared to D
sm
A (a?).
III. SIGNATURES OF A RAPID DILUTION OF
ρex ON DENSITY PERTURBATION
We will now study the impact of a RDED model on
structure growth and the signals it leaves in the matter
power spectrum. We will show that modes entering the
horizon before the RDED transition takes place at ac will
grow faster for a non-vanishing ρex. This growth gener-
ates a bump in the linear matter power spectrum, easily
noticeable by taking the quotient of the spectra of mod-
els with and without the RDED component. The bump
is located for wave-vectors with k ≥ kc, corresponding to
modes entering the horizon at a scale factor a ≤ ac with
an associated mode
kc ≡ acH(ac). (22)
A. Linear density evolution
Let us now consider the evolution of matter densi-
ties δm in our two models; that we will refer for nota-
tional simplicity, as X for the smx model, and Λ for
the standard model sm. The effect of having extra par-
ticles ρex impacts the amplitude of the energy density
perturbation δm(ah) = δρm(ah)/ρm(ah), the scale fac-
tor at horizon crossing (ah) for the same mode k (i.e.
k = aXh H(a
X
h ) = a
Λ
hH(a
Λ
h )) and the subsequent evolu-
tion.
1. Outside Horizon
Outside the horizon the amplitude of the density
modes k remain constant, but once they enter the hori-
zon they start to grow. The ratio at horizon crossing is
[30]
δXm(a
X
h )
δΛm(a
Λ
h )
=
1 + 415f
Λ
ν
1 + 415f
X
ν
, (23)
where
fΛν =
ρΛeff
ργ + ρΛeff
, ρΛeff = ρν , (24)
fXν =
ρXeff
ργ + ρXeff
, ρXeff = ρν + ρex. (25)
account for the relativistic particles contribution. Since
fΛν /f
X
ν ≤ 1 one has a lower amplitude for smx model
δXm(a
X
h ) ≤ δΛm(aΛh ).
A fixed mode k that crosses the horizon in the Λ model
at the scale factor aΛh , given by k = a
Λ
hH
Λ(aΛh ), would
otherwise enter the horizon in the X model at a scale
factor aXh , given by k = a
X
h H
X(aXh ). Therefore, we get
aXh
aΛh
=
HΛ(aΛh )
HX(aXh )
=
√
1− fΛν
1− fXν
=
1√
1− Ωex
. (26)
Notice that the presence of an extra ρex component pro-
vokes a mode k to enter the horizon at a later time
aXh > a
Λ
h with H
Λ(aΛh ) > H
X(aXh ).
2. Linear density evolution at early times
At horizon crossing modes with k > kc in X and Λ
models have a relative scale factor at horizon crossing
given by eq.(26) aXh /a
Λ
h = 1/
√
1− Ωex > 1. Modes in
the X model cross the horizon a later time and have
therefore less time to grow and it is reflected as an early
suppression in ∆δm. However, after the initial suppres-
sion at horizon crossing the matter perturbations in the
X model have a higher growing rate than in the ΛCDM
model that not only compensates but also reverses the
initial suppression.
To gain physical intuition on how the rapid diluted
dark energy component affects matter density fluctua-
tions well inside the radiation dominated epoch we ana-
lyze a simplified version of the equations (ultimately all
these quantities will be computed using the code camb).
To this end, let us solve δ′′m + Hδ′m = 0 where a prime
means derivative with respect to conformal time τ and
H = aH is the conformal Hubble rate. The solution is
δ′m(τ) =
τi
τ
=
aH
aiHi
(27)
with initial condition 1/τi = Hi = aiHi at some pivotal
scale ai, which can be taken as ac. We can see that
for a < ac we have an increase rate for δm for ρex >
0 and it ceases for modes entering the horizon for a >
ac. Therefore the increase takes place only for modes
k ≥ kc, while modes with smaller k enter the horizon
after the RDED dilution has taken place and both models
have the same expansion rate and evolution of matter
perturbations.
Alternatively, we find convenient to present the evo-
lution in terms of the scale factor, the solution for δm
is simply a logarithmic function —the Mezsaros effect—
δm(a) = δmi + (δ
′
mi/k) ln (a/ah) with initial conditions
δ
′
mi/ki = 2δmi, giving
δXm(a) = δ
X
mi
(
ln(a/aXh ) + 1/2
)
, (28)
δΛm(a) = δ
Λ
mi
(
ln(a/aΛh ) + 1/2
)
. (29)
6This enhancement can be semi analytically estimated
in terms of the dilution of the extra component ρex af-
ter ac. For simplicity we assume that the dilution takes
place at ac and therefore H contains the extra relativis-
tic particles (we name it HX+ ) for a ≤ ac while HX−
for a > ac does no longer have them. This change
is reflected in the value of initial condition δ′m = τi/τ
where we can take the initial condition at ai = ac with
τi− = 1/HX− = 1/(acHX− ), τi+ = 1/HX+ = 1/(acHX+ ) and
a ratio τi−/τi+ = HX+ /H
X
− . We obtain then
δXm(a) = δ
X
mi
[
ln(ac/a
X
h ) + (H
X
+ /H
X
− )ln(a/ac) + 1/2
]
(30)
for a > ac with
HX+
HX−
=
1√
1− Ωex
. (31)
To easily compare Eq. (30) to Eq. (29) we write ac/a
X
h =
(ac/a
Λ
h )(a
Λ
h/a
X
h )
δXm(a) = δ
X
mi
[(
HX+
HX−
)
ln
(
a
ac
)
+ ln
(
ac
aΛh
aΛh
aXh
)
+
1
2
]
(32)
and leads to a ratio ∆δm = δ
X
m/δ
Λ
m
∆δm =
δXmi
δΛmi
[(
HX+
HX−
)
ln
(
a
ac
)
+ ln
(
aΛh
aXh
)
+ ln
(
ac
aΛh
)
+ 12
]
ln
(
a
ac
)
+ ln
(
ac
aΛh
)
+ 12
,
(33)
with ac/a
Λ
h = k/kc (k = a
Λ
hH
Λ(aΛh )) and a
Λ
h/a
X
h ,
HX+ /H
X
− given in Eqs. (26) and (31), respectively. Equa-
tion (33) is valid for a > ac and k > kc. From Eq. (33)
we see an increase of ∆δm which tends to δ
X
mi/δ
Λ
mi
for k  kc, while the enhancement is δXm/δΛm − 1 =
(δXmi/δ
Λ
mi)(H
X
+ /H
X
− )− 1 for a ac. Since HX+ /HX− > 1
we see that the linear matter perturbation δm in radia-
tion domination grows faster for ρex > 0.
The bump is generated because the linear growth
δm(k) has a higher increase rate in radiation domination
for larger H, as seen from δ′m = τi/τ = H/Hi ∝ aH.
This increase is only valid for modes k ≥ kc while for
mode k < kc both models have the same H and the evo-
lution of δm(k) is the same in both cases. This explains
why a RDED model shows a bump compared to ΛCDM.
The amplitude of the bump is related to the amount of
ρex while the width and steepness of the bump are deter-
mined by how fast the RDED transition takes place and
can be parametrized phenomenological by the quantities
∆a = (af−ac)/ac and ∆w = wf−wc. The modes k < kc
that enter the horizon after ac are not affected by the ex-
tra energy density ρex dilution, for these modes we have
HX+ = H
X
− and a
X
h = a
Λ
h . The final shape of the matter
power spectrum is a combination of the present value of
δm determined by the dynamical processes described in
this section and the fitting values of ns and As which
define the primordial spectrum Ps. Here we consider the
same Ps in sm and smx models.
3. Linear Matter density evolution in matter and dark
energy domination epoch
In matter or Dark Energy domination the evolution of
matter density perturbations are well described by the
ansatz
f ≡ d log δm
d log a
= Ωγm(a) (34)
where γ ' 0.55 in a ΛCDM model and the content of
matter is given by ρΛm = ρm and ρ
X
m = ρm + ρex. Let us
consider the regime with Ωm constant. In this case the
solution to Eq. (34) is just
δXm(a) = δ
X
mi
(
a
aXh
)(ΩXm)γ
(35)
δΛm(a) = δ
Λ
mi
(
a
aΛh
)(ΩΛm)γ
. (36)
Well within matter domination we can set Ωm ' 1 and
the ratio of δm in two models X and ΛCDM is simply
∆δm =
δXm
δΛm
=
(
δXmi
δΛmi
)(
aΛh
aXh
)
. (37)
Comparing δm for the same mode k, with k = a
X
h H
X
c =
aΛhH
Λ
c , we get from Eq. (12)
aXh
aΛh
=
HΛc
HXc
=
√
1− Ωex (38)
and taking the same initial condition at horizon crossing
δXmi = δ
Λ
mi we arrive at
∆δm =
δXm
δΛm
=
aΛh
aXh
=
1√
1− Ωex
. (39)
In the case where Ωm is not equal one, we can solve
Eq. (34) by taking the ratio fq = (a/δqm)(dδ
q
m/da) for
q = X,Λ, i.e.
fX
fΛ
=
(
δΛm
δXm
)(
dδXm
dδΛm
)
=
(
ΩXm
ΩΛm
)γ
(40)
and considering
ΩXm
ΩΛm
=
(
ρm + ρex
ρm
)
(HΛ)2
(HX)2
=
(
1 +
ρex
ρm
)
(1− Ωex)
(41)
constant the solution to Eq. (40) is
log
[
δXm(a)
δXmi
]
=
(
ΩXm
ΩΛm
)γ
log
[
δΛm(a)
δΛmi
]
. (42)
We see in eqs.(35), (36) and Eq. (42) that the linear per-
turbation δm in the regime of matter/dark energy domi-
nation grows faster in the case with ρex > 0.
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FIG. 1. Evolution of densities and their corresponding amount of extra energy density. Evolution of densities
of different components for BDE (solid curves) and the standard ΛCDM model (dashed curves). The left panel shows the
dynamical dark energy density (red curve) of BDE-I model with a dilution at ac = 2.37× 10−5 when it contributes ≈ 11% to
the total density. Its contribution quickly decreases after that. The right panel shows the amount of extra energy density for
BDE models described in Table I. Solid blue are for BDE-I; dashed red are for BDE-II; dash-dotted green are for BDE-III;
dotted magenta are for BDE-IV; solid cyan are for BDE-V; and dashed yellow are for BDE-VI. The vertical lines represent the
transition redshift for each model. We note that in the BDE models we have different transitions for each model (see Table I).
Model kc ac[10
−5] Ωcex kb,L RL(kb) kb,1-loop R1-loop(kb,1−loop)
bde-i 0.148 2.373 0.112 0.474 1.160 0.917 1.272
bde-ii 0.148 2.292 0.050 0.474 1.066 0.917 1.110
bde-iii 0.148 2.255 0.020 0.474 1.025 0.917 1.041
bde-iv 0.295 1.168 0.112 1.061 1.195 1.908 1.339
bde-v 0.295 1.129 0.050 1.061 1.081 1.773 1.134
bde-vi 0.295 1.111 0.020 1.061 1.031 1.773 1.051
TABLE I. Small Scales - BDE cosmologies. We show kc = acH(ac) (in hMpc
−1) and ac the mode and scale factor at the
transition, Ωcex ≡ Ωex(ac), kb and kb,1-loop the modes at the maximum of the bump at a linear and one-loop level with RL(kb)
and R1-loop(kb, 1-loop) the ratio of the power spectra (R(k) ≡ PBDE(k)/PΛCDM(k)) at a linear and one-loop level, respectively.
We consider h = 0.677, Ωm = 0.307 for all bumps and a late time ΛCDM cosmology.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We use a modified version of the code camb and pro-
duce the linear matter spectra and the different mul-
tipoles of the matter power spectrum and CMB power
spectrum for the BDE and SEOS cosmologies.
A. Cosmological signatures
1. Transitions at early times
In this section we are motivated by BDE and we fo-
cus on phase transitions occurring at early times, during
the radiation-dominated era. In such a case the mode
affected have wave-vectors k > keq. In table I we show
the models we analyse, which are specified by a choice of
kc ≡ acH(ac), Ωcex ≡ Ωex(ac).
8The left panel of Figure 1 shows the evolution of en-
ergy densities of the different components as a function
of the scale factor. In red we have the contribution of
extra relativistic energy density ρex(a). We clearly no-
tice the transition at ac = 2.37 × 10−5 and the rapid
dilution of Ωex for a > ac. In the right panel we plot
the six different BDE models given in Table I). We took
two different modes kc with three different abundances
Ωex in each case. The value of kc and the amount of Ωex
and kc determines the value of ac. We notice that Ωex
is constant for a < ac and after ac a steep phase tran-
sition takes place with ρex redshifting as ρ ∝ a−6 and
disappears, e.g. by factor of Ωex ∝ (a/ac)−2 ∼ 1/100 at
a/ac = 10 in all the models.
On the other hand, the extra components for differ-
ent BDE cosmologies are shown in the right panel. We
consider six BDE models which differ from each other by
the dilution epoch (ac) and the amount of extra compo-
nents at the transition (Ωcex). For instance, BDE-I and
BDE-IV have the same amount of extra relativistic par-
ticles, but dilution occurs at different epoch 2.37× 10−5
and 1.17 × 10−5, respectively. Similarly for the BDE-
II and BDE V models (both with Ωcex = 0.05) but
different ac = 2.92 × 10−5 and ac = 1.13 × 10−5, re-
spectively; and for the BDE-III and BDE-VI models
with same Ωcex = 0.020 and different transition time,
ac = 2.25× 10−5 and 1.11× 10−5, respectively. We note
that the amount of extra relativistic particles is negli-
gible at late time reproducing a cosmological constant
behaviour. In section IV D we present the effects of the
extra relativistic particles on the CMB and matter power
spectra.
2. Transitions at late times
Here we present the case where the transition takes
place at late times and the dark energy is modelled as
a barotropic fluid, where its dynamics is parameterized
in terms of an Steep Equation of State (“SEOS” [19]),
w(z):
w(z) = w0 + (wi − w0)
(
(z/zc)
q
1 + (z/zc)q
)
, (43)
where wi, w0, zc and q are free parameters, with zc > 0
and a finite value of q. In this case we have a RDED
transition occurring at late times given by the redshift
zc and are due to the evolution of the dynamical the
dark energy model. The evolution of Dark Energy evolves
from wi for z  zc and has a transition from wi to w0 =
w(z = 0) at a redshift zc with an EoS w(zc) = (wi −
w0)/2. A best fit value w0 = −0.93 and was obtained in
in SEOS [19] and BDE [16] models.
A cosmological constant w ≡ −1 can be recovered us-
ing Eq. (43) setting w0 = wi = −1 for all z and inde-
pendent of the values of zt, and q. Left panel in Fig. 2
shows the evolution of the energy densities of different
components, including the corresponding amount of dark
energy at different redshifts for the SEOS model. The
evolution of Ωi = ρi/ρtot for SEOS-I model with q = 2,
Ωde(a0) = 0.78, h = 0.80 and for ΛCDM, are shown in
the left panel.
The EoS in Eq. (43) allows for a steep transition from
wi to w0 taking place at a central redshift value zc with
a steepness determined by the parameter q. The effect of
the dynamical dark energy in SEOS model is seen in the
right panel of Fig. 2 where the parameter q modulates
the steepness of the transition, a larger q has a steeper
transition. We show in table II and in Fig. 2 different
SEOS models where we take as examples the values of
q = 2 and q = 10 and we allow for different amount of
Ωde(a0) at present time. A larger value of q has a steeper
transition, originating a narrower bump for q = 10 in
models SEOS-II, SEOS-IV, and SEOS-VI models, while
broader bump is generated for q = 2 in SEOS-I, SEOS-III
and SEOS-V models. Comparing models with the same
amount of Ωde(a0) we notice that SEOS-II increases the
enhancement of the bump compared to SEOS-I in table
II. The same happens when we compare model SEOS-
IV with SEOS-III and model SEOS-VI with SEOS-V.
To conclude, a steeper bump (larger q) shifts the peak
to later times and increases the amount of extra energy
density Ωex(ac).
B. Linear matter power spectrum
1. Transitions at early times
We clearly see from Fig. 3 that a bump is indeed gen-
erated corresponding to a wave-number of the order of
kc where we plot the ratio of the matter power spectra
PBDE/PΛCDM. We plot the six BDE models in Table I
with solid blue for BDE-I; dashed red for BDE-II; dash-
dotted green for BDE-III; dotted magenta for BDE-IV;
solid cyan for BDE-V; and dashed yellow for BDE-VI.
We notice that for small scales, k > kc, the deviation
in the matter power spectrum between ΛCDM and BDE
is significant, peaking at mode kb which is of the order
of kc. However, well after the transition takes place, cor-
responding to modes k  kc, both models (ΛCDM and
BDE) have the same H and the ratio PBDE/PΛCDM ∼ 1.
The deviations at scales k ≥ kc come from the dy-
namics of BDE and we can see the imprint left by the
RDED for modes entering the horizon before ac. The
BDE models in Table I peak at kbL = 0.474hMpc
−1 for
models BDE I, II and III with a kc = 0.148hMpc
−1,
while kbL = 1.061hMpc
−1 for models BDE IV,V and VI,
with and kc = 0.295hMpc
−1. The enhancement is cor-
related to the amount the diluted component Ωex. For
instance, the case of BDE-I with Ωcex = 0.112 has a bump
increased at its peak by 16%, while BDE-II (BDE-III)
have an enhancement of 6.68% (2.5%), respectively. A
similar pattern results for the BDE IV, V, and VI mod-
els.
We have seen that the initial suppression of the lin-
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FIG. 2. Evolution of densities and their corresponding amount of extra energy density ρex. Left panel: Evolution
of densities of different components for SEOS-I model (solid curves) and the standard ΛCDM model (dashed curves) with a
dilution at ac = 0.8 (zc = 0.25). Blue curves are for radiation density; green curves are for matter density; and red curves
are for dark energy density. The right panel shows the amount of extra energy density for SEOS models described in Table
II. Solid blue are for SEOS-I; dashed red are for SEOS-II; dash-dotted green are for SEOS-III; dotted magenta are for SEOS-
IV; solid cyan are for SEOS-V; and dashed yellow are for SEOS-VI. The vertical lines represent the transition scale factor
ac = 1/(1 + zc) = 0.8.
Model w0 wi zc q Ω
c
ex(ac) kc × 104 h Ωde(a0) Ωm(a0) kb,L × 104 RL(kb,L)
seos-i −0.9 −1 0.25 2 0.035 3.19 0.80 0.78 0.22 4.95 0.981
seos-ii −0.9 −1 0.25 10 0.041 3.21 0.80 0.78 0.22 5.15 0.982
Λcdm-i −1 −1 − − − − 0.80 0.78 0.22 − −
seos-iii −0.9 −1 0.25 2 0.029 3.25 0.68 0.69 0.31 5.58 0.985
seos-iv −0.9 −1 0.25 10 0.034 3.27 0.68 0.69 0.31 6.05 0.986
Λcdm-ii −1 −1 − − − − 0.68 0.69 0.31 − −
seos-v −0.9 −1 0.25 2 0.024 3.32 0.60 0.61 0.39 6.05 0.988
seos-vi −0.9 −1 0.25 10 0.028 3.33 0.60 0.61 0.39 6.05 0.989
Λcdm-iii −1 −1 − − − − 0.60 0.61 0.39 − −
TABLE II. Large Scales - SEOS cosmology. We present the values of the EoS parameters w0, wi zc, q, with Ω
c
ex ≡ Ωex(ac) for
a transition mode kc ≡ acH(ac) hMpc−1 at ac = 0.8. The amount of matter Ωmh2 = 0.141 is the same in all cases. The mode
at the maximum of the bump is kb in [hMpc
−1] units while RL(kb,L) ≡ PSEOS(kb,L)/PΛCDM(kb,L)) is the ratio of the linear
power spectra.
ear evolution is reversed by the RDED and a bump is
indeed generated at a linear level. The magnitude of
the enhancement is related to the amount the diluted
extra component Ωex and the position of the peak of
the bump given by kbL is shifted to smaller scales, from
kc = 0.148hMpc
−1 to kbL = 0.917hMpc
−1 and from
kc = 0.295hMpc
−1 to kbL = 1.061hMpc
−1.
However, since these modes cross the horizon at early
times, they are no longer in the linear regime at present
time. For this reason, in section IV C we use non-linear
Standard Perturbation Theory (SPT) (see, e.g. [31]) to
analyse how much of this discrepancy is expected to be
seen when we take into account the quasi-linear effects.
This last effect is manifest in the matter power spectrum
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FIG. 3. Linear matter power spectrum for BDE models. The ratio PBDE/PΛCDM for different BDE models at z = 0.
Solid blue are for BDE-I; dashed red are for BDE-II; dash-dotted green are for BDE-III; dotted magenta are for BDE-IV; solid
cyan are for BDE-V; and dashed yellow are for BDE-VI.
in figure 3.
2. Transitions at late times
We see that SEOS impacts the evolution of matter
perturbations mainly at late times when the DE density
is non-negligible. We take SEOS as a model-independent
smooth DE component, meaning that δρex = 0, since we
are interested in parameterizing the dynamics of DE. In
appendix VI we present scalar field models which render
the SEOS DE dynamics and the perturbations do not
cluster. We show in Fig. 4 the effects of SEOS in the
matter power spectra, where we display the ratio with
respect to ΛCDM for the SEOS models presented in table
II. We work in all six models with the same amount of
matter Ωmh
2 = 0.14.
In the left panel we show the ratio PSEOS(k)/PΛCDM(k)
for different redshift values (z = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.25, and, 5)
for SEOS-IV model. Blue curves are for z = 0; red curves
are for z = 0.1; green curves are for z = 0.2; magenta
curves are for z = 0.25; and cyan curves are for z = 5.0.
In the right panel we show the same ratio for different
models varying the quantity of matter and rate of expan-
sion (see Table II IV A 1). Blue curves are for SEOS-I;
red curves are for SEOS-II; green curves are for SEOS-
III; magenta curves are for SEOSIV; cyan curves are for
SEOS-V; and yellow curves are for SEOS-VI.
At redshift z = 5, during the Einstein-de Sitter phase,
matter perturbations have almost the same amplitude as
in ΛCDM at all scales, the overall normalization is due
to slight different rate of expansions.
This overall suppression is due to faster expansion rate
in ΛCDM than in SEOS since the EoS is always larger
than for cosmological constant , i.e wSEOS > −1. We
also notice that the overall suppression increases with
time when DE starts to dominate. However, once the
RDED in SEOS takes place at ac = 0.8 (zc = 0.25) with a
corresponding mode kc = acH(ac) ' 3× 10−4 hMpc−1 it
generates bump in the ratio of power spectra with a maxi-
mum at sligthly smaller scales at kb ' 5.5×10−4 hMpc−1.
In the left panel of fig.(4) we see snapshots of the quo-
tient of the matter power spectrum at different values
of z. Clearly the bump is generated after the transition
takes place at zc = 0.25, i.e for z ≤ zc. The evolution of
the bump increases as z → 0. While in the right panel
of fig.(4) we see that the impact of the rapid dilution
energy density appears for modes k ≥ kc entering the
horizon slightly before the transition occurs at ac = 0.8.
with kc = acH(ac) = 3.27× 10−4 hMpc−1 = 2.22× 10−4
Mpc−1 for SEOS-IV model.
Notice that the amount of matter ρm(a0) is the same
in all models in table II and it is the dynamics of the DE
component what decreases the amplitude by the same
amount for all modes, as compared to a ΛCDM model.
However, the impact on the evolution of the matter
perturbations due to the RDED generates the bump seen
at k ∼ 5hMpc−1. In fact, we can isolate the effects of
the background expansion and growth of fluctuations by
looking at the spectra at late times, when DE is domi-
nant. For instance, at z = 0.25 the spectrum in SEOS
is suppressed by 1.6% on all scales due to the late-time
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FIG. 4. Linear matter power spectrum for SEOS models. The left panel: the ratio PSEOS/PΛCDMfor model SEOS-IV.
Blue curves are for z = 0.0; red curves are for z = 0.1; green curves are for z = 0.2; magenta curves are for z = 0.25; and cyan
curves are for z = 5.0. The right panel: The ratio PSEOS/PΛCDM for different models at z = 0. Blue curves are for SEOS-I;
red curves are for SEOS-II; green curves are for SEOS-III; magenta curves are for SEOS-IV; cyan curves are for SEOS-V; and
yellow curves are for SEOS-VI (see TableII).
dynamics of DE, but this suppression is overwhelmed on
large scales by the enhancement effect due to SEOS rapid
dilution at zc = 0.25, which lead to a small excess of
power at kb = 6.049×10−4 hMpc−1. At smaller redshifts,
the spectra continue to decline overall, but increasing at
the bump location.
Finally it is worth remarking that SEOS and ΛCDM
share the same set of cosmological parameters h,wm =
Ωmh
2 at present time, however the evolution differs due
to the EoS in eq.(43). Higher values of q enhanced
slightly the amplitude of bump and increases the value
of kb,L. Finally we remark that kb,L is of the same order
as kc but slightly shifted to smaller scales, as described
in the analytic presentation in section III.
C. Nonlinear evolution in SPT
In this section we compute the non-linearities in the
power spectrum for BDE models using 1-loop SPT. For
this we use the publicly available code MGPT2 [32, 33]
that accounts for a background evolution different than
ΛCDM.
We work out only the BDE models since these have
the bumps located at quasi-linear and non-linear scales.
2 https://github.com/cosmoinin/MGPT
In turn, the SEOS the transition modes enter at very late
times and henceforth the signatures are located at very
large scales and are not affected by non-linearities. In
Fig. 5 we show the ratios R(k) = P (k)BDE/P (k)ΛCDM for
the different models. Solid curves are for 1-loop power
spectrum and dashed curves are for linear theory. We
show that the perturbative 1-loop affects the intermedi-
ate scales and small scales.
The 1-loop power spectrum of BDE-I, BDE-II, and
BDE-III has a bump contributing 27.2%, 11.0%, and
4.10% to the power spectrum at k = 0.917hMpc−1, re-
spectively. A similar pattern of results was obtained
for the BDE-IV, BDE-V, and BDE VI models whose
contribute 33.9%, 13.4%, and 5.10% to the power at
1.908hMpc−1, 1.773hMpc−1, and 1.773hMpc−1, respec-
tively. We notice that nonlinearities tend to shift the
peak of the bumps to smaller scales and enhance their
amplitudes with respect to the linear theory.
D. CMB power spectrum
We present the effect of having a RDED in the CMB
power spectra in BDE ads SEOS cosmologies.
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FIG. 5. The 1-loop and linear power spectrum for BDE cosmologies. We show the ratio R(k) = P (k)BDE/P (k)ΛCDM
at z = 0 at a linear (dashed) and one-loop level (solid). Top left: the BDE-III model; top middle: the BDE-II model; top right:
the BDE-I model; bottom left: the BDE-VI model; bottom middle: the BDE-V model; bottom right: the BDE-IV model. Full
curves are for 1-loop power spectrum; and dashed curves are for linear theory.
1. Transitions at early times
We show the temperature power spectrum of the CMB
for different BDE cosmologies in Fig. 6, where we plot
the ratio CTT`,BDE/C
TT
ΛCDM . An increase in the amount
of radiation at early times, before recombination, can be
seen to affect the CMB: an angular shift to higher `s,
an enhancement in the amplitude, and a change in the
damping scale.
Having an extra radiation term in this model shifts
the CMB peaks. It is well known [34] that the angular
position of the oscillations peaks are located at the ex-
trema of the oscillations given by krs(a∗), where rs(a?)
is the sound horizon at last scattering, given in Eq. (7),
which depends on the expansion rate H. Because we in-
crease the radiation content before the last scattering,
for a < ac < a∗, the expansion rate is increased (see
Eq. (26)) making the scattering surface thinner in BDE
cosmologies than in ΛCDM. Thus, slightly shifting the
peaks of the oscillation to higher `s.
The amplitude of the CMB peaks depends on the
matter-radiation ratio, therefore it relies on the scale pa-
rameter ac, and Ωex. A change in the diffusion damping
scale, given by
r2d = (2pi)
2
∫ a?
0
da
a3HneσT
(
R2 + 1615 (1 +R)
6(1 +R2)
)
(44)
with R = (3ρb)/(4ργ), ne the number density of free
electron and σT the Thompson cross-section, is also no-
ticeable, where all oscillation modes are larger than in
ΛCDM. The damping factor at last scattering depends
on two things, first the visibility function that remains
independent of cosmological parameters before the tran-
sition ac, and second, the behavior of the damping scale
kD through last scattering. The last one depends on
the acoustic scale and, on a smaller degree, on the Hub-
ble rate [34]. Since the extra radiation term ρex changes
both of these parameters, it is expected to have a smaller
damping factor than in ΛCDM.
The overall change can be noticed in Fig. 6. In par-
ticular, for the mode at k = 0.148h M−1pc we obtain an
increment in power compared to ΛCDM . The increment
in power becomes larger with increasing `. For example,
taking the multipole ` ∼ 2000 we find on average an en-
hancement close to 20%, 14% and 10% for models BDE-I,
BDE-II, and BDE-III, respectively, compared to ΛCDM .
In turn, the increase for the mode k = 0.295hMpc−1 is
slightly smaller with 17%, 13%, and 10% for BDE-IV,
BDE-V, and BDE-VI models, respectively.
2. Transitions at late times
Here, we show how the dark energy parametrization,
SEOS, affects the CMB TT anisotropies. In Fig. 7 we
show CTTl,SEOS/CTTl,ΛCDM for different combinations of pa-
rameters in the SEOS model, varying the quantity of
matter and rate of expansion.
We see that SEOS impacts the temperature field not
only by changing the amount of matter, but there is also
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FIG. 6. The cosmic microwave background spectra for BDE cosmologies. The ratio CTTl,BDE/Cl,ΛCDM. Solid blue
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are for BDE-IV; solid cyan are for BDE V; and dashed yellow are for BDE-VI.
a distinctive imprint left by the steepness parameter q.
Similar as in the BDE model, see sub-section IV D, the
SEOS model introduces the same three characteristics in
the CMB due to ρex. First, the shift to larger `s of the
wiggles due to the change of the expansion rate caused
by the increase of radiation content before the last scat-
tering, and therefore, changing the extrema position of
each oscillation as seen in Fig. 7. Larger values of the
steepness q of the dark energy parametrization decreases
the amplitude of the oscillations as we can see in the
solid blue and dashed red curves, while smaller amount
of DE also reduces the amplitude. It is worth keeping in
mind that all six SEOS models have the same amount of
matter Ωmh
2 = 0.141.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we studied cosmological implications of
introducing an extra energy density ρex to a ΛCDM
model that dilutes rapidly at given scale factor ac and
corresponding wave-vector amplitude kc = acH(ac).
This RDED transition affects the background evolution,
and hence the cosmological distances, such as the co-
moving angular distance DA, the angular diameter DM ,
the acoustic scale at recombination rs and the diffusion
damping scale rd. Furthermore, the rapid dilution of ρex
also impacts the evolution of the matter perturbations
and CMB power spectrum. This RDED leaves distinc-
tive features in the matter power spectrum. In particular,
it generates a bump in the matter power spectrum, more
visible once we compare to ΛCDM. The bump is gen-
erated because the linear growth of δm(k) has a higher
increase rate for larger H in radiation domination (c.f.
Eq. (27)). This increase takes place only for modes k ≥ kc
when ρex > 0 while for mode k < kc both models have
the same expansion rate and the evolution of δm(k) is
the same for both cases. The amplitude of the bump
is related to the amount of the diluted energy density
ρex, while the mode is located about k ∼ kc. We study
these bumps in the linear regime and also apply one-loop
corrections using SPT.
We concentrated here in two different models, one lo-
cated at large scales and the others at small scales. Both
cases are inspired by the BDE model [15, 16], where an
RDED phase transition takes place in the radiation dom-
inated epoch with ac ∼ 10−6, affecting modes entering
the horizon at early times. The corresponding mode
is kc ∼ 1hMpc−1 and a bump is generated for modes
k ≥ kc. Interestingly the BDE model also shows a RDED
with a steep transition centered at a redshift zc ≈ 0.625
resulting in second bump located at large scales.
To study the imprints of dark energy, we considered
a model-independent analysis and we parameterized the
dynamics of dark energy using a steep equation of state
(SEOS) [19]. In the SEOS model the EoS w has a tran-
sition at zc = 0.28. Here we studied two extreme cases,
with soft and steep transitions, to observe different im-
pacts on the CMB and matter power spectra.
We computed the position and amplitude of the peaks
of the bumps in the matter power spectrum through the
one-loop correction analysis using the code MGPT, taking
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FIG. 7. The cosmic microwave background spectra for SEOS cosmologies. The ratio CTTl,SEOS/Cl,ΛCDM . Solid blue
curves are for SEOS-I; dashed red curves are for SEOS-II; dashed-dotted green curves are for SEOS-III; dotted magenta curves
are for SEOS-IV.
into account the background evolutions with and without
ρex. We conclude that the non-linear effects shift the
peak of the bumps to smaller modes and enhance their
amplitudes in comparison to linear computations.
We took different values of cosmological parameters
for our two models shown in Table I for small scales,
and II for large scales. In the linear regime, we see the
bump imprint left by the rapid dilution of BDE on modes
k > kc, entering the horizon before ac, as a peaked bump
centered at k = 0.47hMpc−1 for BDE-I,BDE-II,BDE-
III (k = 1.06hMpc−1 for BDE-IV,BDE-V, BDE-VI),
where the enhancement of power in BDE is about 16%
(19.58%), respectively. We see deviations at larger scales
e.g. k ≥ 0.05hMpc−1 and k ≥ 0.5hMpc−1 respectively,
due to the width of the bump in each case. The scale
of the bump is mainly located at non-linear scales, al-
though covering also quasi-linear scales, and once we de-
termine the one-loop power spectra we find that BDE-
III (BDE-VI) provides an enhancement of 4% (5%) at
k = 0.9hMpc−1 (1.8hMpc−1), respectively. Neverthe-
less, these results should be taken as indicative since the
high-k tails of the bumps are out of the reach of pertur-
bation theory.
The late time dark energy transitions impacts the evo-
lution of matter perturbations mainly at late times dur-
ing the Einstein-de Sitter phase, matter perturbations
have the same amplitude as in ΛCDM at all scales, the
overall normalization is due to a slightly different rate of
expansion in ΛCDM and SEOS models. Here we studied
the same mode k = 8.37 × 10−5 hMpc−1 but different
amounts of matter and steepness of the transition.
As time increases, the effect of the dynamical dark en-
ergy of the SEOS model is altered decreasing the am-
plitude for all Fourier modes and originating a bump at
k ≈ 5 × 10−3; that is, the power spectrum of ΛCDM is
always larger than the power spectrum of SEOS model
originating a bump at lower redshift.
Summarizing, this distinctive signature, named as
bump, has been studied at a linear and one-loop level
in perturbation theory. We leave for a future work the
study of bump cosmologies with the use of halo-based
models in order to probe the non-linear regime [35], as
well as its impact towards a possible solution to the H0
crisis [36]. To conclude, a small amount of extra energy
density that dilutes rapidly is consistent with present-
day cosmological measurements and may solve tensions
in cosmology leaving distinctive detectable signatures.
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VI. APPENDIX
A. Rapid Diluted Energy Density (RDED):
a Scalar Field approach
There are several scenarios on how one can generate a
rapid dilution of an energy density ρex with Ωex(af ) 
Ωex(ai) where this dilution is due to a change in the EoS
w due to the underlying dynamics of the this fluid with
∆w = wf − wi > 0. Here we will work with a scalar
field φ, with energy density ρφ = Ek+V (φ) and pressure
pφ = Ek − V (φ) giving an EoS w = pφ/ρφ. Depending
on the choice of scalar potential V (φ) and kinetic term
Ek the dynamical evolution of the scalar field φ has been
extensively studied in the literature in the last 20 years
[24, 25, 37], [38–40] and the review work[26].
Setting φ(t, x) = φ(t) + δφ(t, x), the evolution of the
homogeneous scalar field φ(t) is given by the Klein Gor-
don equation
φ¨+ 3Hφ˙+ dVdφ = 0, (45)
where we used a canonical kinetic terms one has Ek =
1
2 φ˙
2 with
H2 = 8piG3 (ρmoa
−3 + ρroa−4 + ρφ), (46)
and ρm and ρr corresponds to matter and radiation con-
tribution. Widely used scalar potentials are either expo-
nential or inverse power terms, e.g.
V (φ) = Λ4e−αφ, V = Λ4+nφ−n (47)
with α, n dimensionless constants while Λ having mass
dimension. This potentials have different behaviours,
where they can track the background (either radiation
or matter with wi = 0 or wi = 1/3, and can later leap
to wf = 1 (i.e. V  Ek) for a long period of time and
diluting ρφ, generating a rapid dilution ρex situation.
As an interesting example we present the Bound Dark
Energy (BDE) model[15, 16] where an extra gauge Dark
Group (DG) is proposed which contains massless parti-
cles weakly coupled at high energies and contribute to
the total content of radiation of the Universe but at
lower energies the strength of the DG interaction in-
creases and the gauge coupling becomes strong at the
condensation energy scale Λc and scale factor ac. At
this scale the fundamental particles form gauge invariant
composite states, dark mesons and dark baryons, which
acquire a non-perturbative mass proportional to Λc as
for example for protons, neutrons and pions in QCD.
This is expected from dimensional analysis of sponta-
neous symmetry breaking theories were we expect the
relevant physical quantities to be proportional to the
symmetry breaking scale. The energy stored in DG is
transferred to the lightest composite field, correspond-
ing to a pseudo Goldstone boson field, our BDE scalar
φ. Below the condensation scale (i.e. for a ≥ ac) we de-
scribe the evolution of the scalar field φ by the Klein Gor-
don equation with an inverse power law potential (IPL)
V (φ) = Λ4+nc φ
n with n = 2/3. The initial conditions at
ac are φc(ac) = Λc, ρφ(ac) = 2Λ
4
c/(1 − wφc) = 3Λ4c and
φ˙(ac) =
√
2Λ4c(1 + wφc)/(1− wφc) = 2Λ2c , and wφc =
1/3. The solution to the dynamical evolution has en
wφ = 1/3 for a < ac, i.e. before the transition takes place
at ac. Once the IPL potential V (φ) at ac is dynamically
generated the EoS wφ ≡ pφ/ρφ leaps to wφ = 1 and re-
mains at this value for a long period of time. The energy
density ρφ quickly dilutes as ρφ ∝ a−6 due to the change
in the EoS from wφ(a < ac) = 1/3 to wφ = 1 lasting a
long period of time. In this example the transition takes
place in radiation domination era so we have wi = 1/3
and a final wf = 1 and ∆w = wf −wi = 2/3 > 0 and we
have a rapid diluted energy density ρφ with Ωex(ac) ' 0.1
to Ωex(af ) ' 0. The steepness of this transition is set
by the order parameter λ(φ) = −mpl(dV/dφ)/V at ac,
and for IPL potentials we have λ(φ) = n(mpl/φ) .with
λ(φc)  1 since φc  mp|. This dilution has an impact
on distances and generates a bump in the power spectrum
at kc ≡ acH(ac)Mpc−1.
At a later stage the EoS wφ in IPL potentials drops
to wφ = −1 (the potential energy V dominates over
the kinetic term Ek) and wφ remains at this valid for
long period of time. Finally, close to present time the
EoS grows from wφ = −1 to wφo ' −0.9, giving a
∆w = wf − wi = 0.1 > 0) close to present times with
ai = 2/3, af = 1) corresponding to a small k ∼ 10−4
Mpc−1. This second rapid dilution ρex has a much
smaller effect in the power spectrum since the amount
of Ωex is small but has an important impact on distances
and affect for example BAO measurements. BDE cor-
responds to a specific model where we have relativistic
particles with Ω(ac) = 0.112 for a < ac and phase tran-
sition takes place at ac due to the underlying dynamics
of the BDE model. A scalar potential is dynamically
formed with a derived expression V (φ) = Λ
4+2/3
c φ−2/3,
with Λc = 44.09± 0.28eV , ac = (2.48± 0.02)10−6 and a
mode kc = 0.925 hMpc
−1 [15, 16].
The Bound Dark Energy we just present is an exam-
ple of a DE model derived from particle physics which
contains two regions where we naturally obtain a rapid
dilution of ρφ with a ∆w > 0 and therefore we have two
signatures in the power spectrum (at very different scales
k) and also have an interesting impact on cosmological
distances in the region 0 < z < 1 allow for a better cos-
mological fit than ΛCDM model.
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1. Perturbations for Scalar Fields
We stay in the linear regime where the energy den-
sity and other quantities can be decomposed into a ho-
mogeneous part (commonly denoted with a bar) and a
small position-dependent perturbation. We solve the per-
turbed equations in the syncrhonous gauge defined by the
line element [30]
ds2 = a2(τ)(−dτ2 + (δij + hij)dxidxj), (48)
where dτ ≡ dt/a denotes the conformal time. We assume
initial adiabatic conditions and make the ansatz that be-
fore ac the DG perturbations mimic the perturbations of
neutrinos. Once the condensation happens, the pertur-
bations in the energy density and pressure of the scalar
field are given by:
δρφ =
φ¯′δφ′
a2
+
dV
dφ
δφ, δPφ =
φ¯′δφ′
a2
− dV
dφ
δφ, (49)
where the primes stand for conformal time derivatives.
The evolution of δφ in Fourier space is determined by
δφ′′ + 2Hδφ′ + (k2 + a2 d2Vd2φ )δφ = − 12 φ¯′h′ (50)
Here H ≡ a′/a is the conformal expansion rate and
h = Tr(hij). The term proportional to k
2 in eq.(50)
constrains the formation of structure formation which in
DE parametrization, such as in CPL w = wo +wa(1− a)
or SEOS, would blow up when w < 0. Therefore scalar
fields yield viable DE models as shown in BDE where the
DE perturbations do contribute but at a small percent-
age level [15, 21]. The scalar field enters the perturbation
equations of the other fluids [30] via H and through extra
source terms proportional to δφ and δφ′. For example,
the CDM overdensities δc evolve according to
δ′′c +Hδ′c − 32H2
∑
Ωiδi(3c
2
s,i + 1) = 0, (51)
where the sum runs over all the fluids with sound speed
c2s,i = δPi/δρi.
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